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A match made in the highlands

Nov 13, 2002

A match made in the highlands has provided Simon Fraser University’s centre for Scottish 

studies with a $25,000 donation and deemed the university as guardian of some valuable 

trophies. The St. Andrews & Caledonian Society (SA&CS), Vancouver’s oldest society, owns the 

trophies and made the donation, which will finance an annual lecture series named after the 

society.

The series will be tied to the centre for Scottish studies’ annual conference. "We’ve long 

been seeking ways to strengthen our society’s role as a preserver of the traditions, culture, 

arts and crafts of Scotland in Canada," says Rex Davidson, a SA&CS director. "SFU’s centre 

for Scottish studies couldn’t be a more fitting partner given its role as a new academic 

focal point for students, faculty and the community interested in the impact of Scots 

immigrants on Canada." Among the eight trophies in SFU’s care are the James William Stewart 

Cup, the most coveted trophy in Western Canadian bagpiping competitions, and a magnificent 

bronze statue of Robbie Burns, Scotland’s poet laureate. "These trophies represent 

significant pieces of Scottish history and wealth in Canada that were shelved for decades 

until the B.C. Pipers Association began awarding them for competitions about four years ago," 

explains Davidson. "My hope is that the visibility of these trophies at SFU will raise the 

centre’s profile and encourage more contributions to the display," says the centre’s director 

Stephen Duguid, a humanities professor at SFU. In competition this year, SFU clinched three 

SA&CS trophies, making it all the more fitting that the university is the keeper of the 

society’s prized eight trophies. For the fourth year running, SFU’s senior pipe band is the 

holder of the James William Stewart Cup, awarded annually to the Grade one (senior) piping 

band with the highest aggregate points. Cast in silver by Birks, the cup dates back to 1914. 

SFU’s Robert Malcolm Memorial Band is the winner of the Annual Challenge trophy for the 

highest aggregate points in Grade two (junior) competition. Alan Beven, a SFU graduate, is 

the winner of the Robert Fiddes, MBE trophy for grand aggregate professional piping.

The trophies will go on display at the W.A.C. Bennett Library on Robbie Burns birthday, 

January 25, a day traditionally marked by a parade and serving of haggis at SFU.              
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